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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss on the extension of grid computing systems
in mobile computing environments, where mobile devices can be effectively in-
corporated into the grid either as service recipients or as more valuable service
providers. First, based on the present grid architecture, we try to figure out what
would be the newly required services in such a mobile/grid integrated architec-
ture. There are a number of challenging issues when taking mobile environment
into account, such as intermittent connectivity, device heterogeneity, and weak
security. Among these issues to solve, we particularly focus on a disconnected
operation problem in this paper since mobile resources are prone to frequent
disconnections due to their confined communication range and device mobility.
We develop a new job scheduling algorithm for mobile grid system and evalu-
ate it by various methods such as mathematical analysis, simulation, and pro-
totype implementation.

1   Introduction

A grid computing system [1] is a large-scaled distributed system, designed for effec-
tively solving very complicated scientific or commercial problems such as gene
analysis, drug design, and climate simulations. In the grid, the computing resources
are autonomously managed at different locations in a distributed manner. They are
aggregated through a global Internet-wide network, forming a computational grid, by
which a huge workload can be run and completed with more improved performance
in terms of computation speed and throughput. Mobile computing [2] is another dis-
tinct paradigm of traditional distributed systems, considering mobility, portability
and wireless communications. The recent advances in wireless communication tech-
nologies and portable mobile appliances make more number of people be eligible to
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access information services through a shared network infrastructure (e.g., Internet)
with their own mobile computing devices, regardless of their physical location.

The current grid architecture and algorithms do not take into account the mobile
computing environment since mobile devices have not been seriously considered as
valid p¸·¦Ã³vÿt�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²�¸¼�vÿ³r¼shpr²�vÿ�t¼vq�p¸··Ãÿv³vr²��D³�uh²�irrÿ�wÃ²³�¼rprÿ³y'
tv½rÿ�h³³rÿ³v¸ÿ�³¸�vÿ³rt¼h³r�³ur²r�³Z¸�r·r¼tvÿt�³rpuÿv¹Ãr²�¸s�·¸ivyr�hÿq�t¼vq�p¸·�
¦Ã³vÿt�ís¸¼�r`h·¦yr��vÿ�b"�#d��hy³u¸Ãtu�³ur'�q¸�ÿ¸³�ryhi¸¼h³r�¸ÿ�u¸Z�³ur�·¸ivyr�qr�
½vpr²�·h'�ir�vÿp¸¼¦¸¼h³rq�vÿ�³ur�pÃ¼¼rÿ³�t¼vq�h¼puv³rp³Ã¼r��Dÿ�¸Ã¼�½vrZ�¸s�³ur�·¸ivyr
t¼vq� p¸·¦Ã³vÿt� vÿ³rt¼h³v¸ÿ�� ³ur¼r� h¼r� ³Z¸�¦¸²²viyr� ¼¸yr²� ¸s�·¸ivyr� qr½vpr²� vÿ� t¼vq�
Av¼²³��·¸ivyr�qr½vpr²�phÿ�ir�Ã²rq�h²�vÿ³r¼shpr²�³¸�³ur�t¼vq��UuÃ²��h ·¸ivyr�qr½vpr�phÿ
vÿv³vh³r�³ur�Ã²r�¸s�t¼vq�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²��·¸ÿv³¸¼�³ur�w¸i²�irvÿt�r`rpÃ³rq�¼r·¸³ry'��hÿq�³hxr
hÿ'� ¼r²Ãy³²� s¼¸·� ³ur� t¼vq�� Trp¸ÿqy'� hÿq�·¸¼r� vÿ³r¼r²³vÿty'��·¸ivyr� qr½vpr²� phÿ� ir
h²²Ã·rq�³¸�¦h¼³vpv¦h³r� vÿ�t¼vq�h²�p¸·¦Ã³vÿt�¼r²¸Ã¼pr�¦¼¸½vqr¼²��ÿ¸³� wÃ²³�²r¼½vpr� ¼r�
pv¦vrÿ³²��Xr�iryvr½r�³uh³�¼rprÿ³�hq½hÿpr·rÿ³�¸s�³rpuÿ¸y¸tvr²�¸ÿ�·¸ivyr�qr½vpr²�hÿq
Zv¼ryr²²�p¸··Ãÿvph³v¸ÿ²�·hxr�³uv²�²prÿh¼v¸�·¸¼r�srh²viyr�
Ps�p¸Ã¼²r��pyrh¼y'��·hÿ'�v²²Ãr²�irp¸·r�³ur�puhyyrÿtr²�Zurÿ�Zr�p¸ÿ²vqr¼�·¸ivyr

qr½vpr²�h²�¸ÿr�¸s�t¼vq�p¸·¦Ã³vÿt�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²�¸¼�vÿ³r¼shpr²��T¸·r�r`h·¦yr²�¸s�yv·v³h�
³v¸ÿ²�³uh³�¦¸²²viy'�uvÿqr¼�³ur�vÿ³rt¼h³v¸ÿ�h¼r�¼ryh³v½ry'�¦¸¸¼�y¸phy�¼r²¸Ã¼pr²��vÿ�³r¼·²
¸s� p¸·¦Ã³h³v¸ÿ� ²¦rrq��·r·¸¼'ý�� ih³³r¼'� p¸ÿ²³¼hvÿ³²�� Ãÿ¼ryvhiyr� p¸ÿÿrp³v½v³'� ²³h³Ã²�
Zrhx�²rpÃ¼v³'�hÿq�²¸�¸ÿ��Uur²r�yv·v³h³v¸ÿ²�hÿq�p¸ÿ²³¼hvÿ³²�²u¸Ãyq�ir�qrhy³�Zv³u�hp�
p¸¼qvÿty'�irs¸¼r�·¸ivyr�t¼vq�vÿ³rt¼h³v¸ÿ�v²�sÃyy'�rÿhiyrq��Xr�¦¼r²rÿ³�²r½r¼hy�³rpuÿv�
phy�v²²Ãr²�¸s�·¸ivyr�t¼vq�²'²³r·�vÿ�³ur�sv¼²³�¦h¼³�¸s�³uv²�¦h¦r¼��C¸Zr½r¼��h·¸ÿt�³u¸²r
h¼v²r, we particularly focus on a dynamic nature of device connectivity and develop a
new scheduling algorithm that provides reliable performance in a mobile grid system
where the devices are prone to frequent disconnections.

2   Related Works

One of the most critical characteristics of the mobile grid system is the intermittent
connectivity of mobile devices. We can find similar situations in Peer-to-Peer com-
puting area. In general, P2P system consists of huge number of computing devices
and they can act either as a client or a server. In P2P, each machine’s CPU cycles,
storages, and contents can be shared in order to broaden their resource limitations
[5,6,7,8]. SETI@home project [7] provides a successful story that large P2P system
can be effectively used for high performance applications by aggregating cycles of
desktop PCs. In a P2P System, users are free to join and leave the network and one
study showed that a node remained in a connection state only for 28% of time on
average [6]. These frequent disconnections of the node degrade the computing per-
formance significantly and providing the redundancy of workloads is the way used
to compensate the deficiency [8]. In other words, the same work unit is disseminated
into some number of nodes and the first result generated by the most reliable and the
fast node is received. However, this strategy of redundancy cannot be applied in mo-
bile grid systems. While the redundancy guarantees the improvement of perform-
ance, it also wastes the resources greatly. Although the strategy can be successfully
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applied in P2P systems where resources are abundant, relatively small number of
nodes and high sensitivity of resource dissipation in mobile grid system will not al-
low large number of duplication of work units. In this paper, we present different
approach to deal with performance degradation. We propose a new scheduling algo-
rithm that takes into account of the intermittent connectivity of mobile nodes.

Since grid consists of several number of autonomously managed local resources
(MPPs, clusters, and workstations), the scheduling paradigm would fall into two
categories, global and local scheduling. Various global scheduling algorithms have
been operational such as application-level scheduling [9], high-throughput schedul-
ing [10], economy-based scheduling [11], and data-centric scheduling [12]. Once the
grid job is scheduled and submitted by global scheduler, it is scheduled again by
local resource managers like PBS [13], LSF [14], and Condor [10]. First-in, first-out
is the most prominent scheduling policy in the local managers, yet more sophisti-
cated algorithms are provided within the specific managers. The scheduling algo-
rithm that we present in this paper would be classified in local scheduling since the
scheduling decision is only applicable to local mobile resources.

3   Two Roles of Mobile Devices in Mobile Grid Computing

In this section, we present possible architecture of the mobile grid system and several
technical issues that are to be dealt with in further researches. We depict an expected
view of mobile grid system in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Mobile Grid System
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As illustrated in the Figure, the grid system is divided into three parts: static grid
sites, a group of mobile devices, and a gateway interconnecting static and mobile
resources. Mobile devices are wirelessly connected to Internet through a wireless
LAN or a long-range cellular network like GSM and CDMA. Note that, in the figure,
grid middleware, e.g., Globus [15], is installed on the gateway to provide
interoperability between the virtual mobile grid site and other static grid sites. Also
note that such a middleware layer is not necessary to be in a mobile device itself. This
is important because our model does not require a heavy grid middleware, like Glo-
bus, to be installed on the thin mobile device. Newly added grid components realizing
mobile grid computing are comprised of M-Agent (Mobile Agent), and MQS (Mobile
Queuing Server). They are both on the gateway and mobile device side.

3.1   Mobile Interface Role to Grid

Mobile devices are exposed to frequent disconnections from the network. Also the
mobile system itself is unreliable. Hence, it is not a good idea for the mobile devices
to interact with static grid sites directly. Simply imagine that the mobile devices are
suddenly disconnected during the data exchange with grid sites. Sometimes, the jobs
running on grid sites need interactions with mobile user while mobile user is not in
the connection state. Thus, a reliable static system should perform job submission,
monitoring, cancellation, and completion process on behalf of the mobile user. In our
architecture, M-Agent on the gateway performs that role of agent for the unreliable
mobile devices. The M-Agent may perform two key roles as follows:
z Adapting to various interfaces of mobile devices: M-Agent on mobile device
interacts with the mobile user, that is, the mobile user submits, monitors the grid job,
and observes the results, through M-Agent. Various kinds of mobile devices have
different appearances. While laptop has similar interfaces with PCs, interfaces of
PDA or Handheld device is far from that of PC’s. They have smaller displays, no
keyboards, etc. Hence, the interface of M-Agent on mobile device should adapt to the
specific class of mobile devices while sustaining the same functionality.
z Reliable job management: The mobile device has several constraints. The most
serious problem is that its availability is unreliable due to intermittent connectivity or
limited battery life problems. Thus, it is not a good approach to manage the running
job directly from the mobile device. In order to solve problems induced by unreliable
availability, we propose an object, Job-Proxy. When a mobile user submits a job
through M-Agent, the M-Agent on gateway creates a Job-Proxy which performs job
related tasks according to the received information from the mobile user. If the M-
Agent detects an error with mobile devices, Job-Proxy becomes operational and starts
to monitor executing job on the grid sites. If some interactions between the executing
job and mobile user are needed (e.g., when an additional input data should be given),
the Job-Proxy performs the interaction on behalf of the mobile user, based on the
information received from the mobile user beforehand. When the grid job is com-
pleted, the result from the job is temporarily stored on the Job-Proxy. If the mobile
device is in a good condition to receive the results, it immediately relays the result
data. Otherwise, it waits until the mobile device becomes ready for receiving the
result data. The mobile user may set the time-out duration of the Job-Proxy, i.e., the
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running job in static grid sites will be canceled after a certain amount of time and all
the resources in gateway allocated for the Job-Proxy is freed. This is because the
mobile user may not be able to explicitly request cancellation of the job although
running job is not needed anymore. If we do not cancel the job automatically, sus-
taining job execution unnecessarily consumes resources in both static grid sites and
the mobile grid gateway.

3.2   The Service Provider Role to Grid

We present another aspect of mobile grid system that supports the integration mobile
devices as grid resources. Even though, currently, both long-range access technolo-
gies (GSM and CDMA) and short-range connectivity (WLAN) is available, we as-
sume that the WLAN is provided as a wireless medium for the mobile grid system.
This is because not only does the wireless LAN guarantee much faster data transfer
rate (11Mbps for the IEEE 802.11b), but also it is easier to control with respect to
number of nodes, security concerns, and network administrations. In addition to
them, WLAN is the most favored method of wireless communication for computing
devices (laptops and PDAs), while the cellular networks are still dominantly used for
voice communications. Except that the computing nodes are not connected through
physical lines, the mobile grid system becomes similar to the conventional high per-
formance clusters.
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Fig. 2. Mobile resource provision to Grid using MQS

As shown by Figure 2, MQS (Mobile Queuing Server) on the gateway is a core
component for the integration. The grid user submits jobs to several grid sites, and
one of the grid sites performing the job is comprised of mobile devices. The group of
mobile devices in the mobile grid system is viewed as a single virtual machine having
several computing nodes. The virtual composing is provided by MQS in our archi-
tecture. When the job is submitted to this mobile grid site, the grid middleware (e.g.,
Globus) on the gateway relays the job information such as executable file location,
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input parameters and the location to store output files, to the MQS. Basic functions of
MQS are similar to the conventional Job Queuing systems such as PBS, LSF, and
NQE [16]. In addition to the basic job queuing functions, MQS cares the heterogene-
ity and unreliability of mobile nodes in order to hide unique characteristics of them.
The mobile resources are viewed as a reliable single machine like the one in static
grid site so that the grid job initiator can make use of them without further complex
considerations. Followings are detailed explanation of services MQS should provide.
Except for the scheduling issue, we leave these services as future research topics.

z Fault Tolerant Service: Unlike job queuing service in static systems, availability
of resources changes dynamically in mobile grid system. The node may suddenly
disappear due to disconnections or exhausted power, thus MQS should carefully
monitor the status of mobile nodes. Fault tolerant services should be provided by
MQS so that the unreliability of mobile node does not decrease the performance
much. Time out strategy which re-submits the job when the result is not received in a
determined time limit would be one of the viable approaches.
z Hiding Platform Heterogeneity: One of the most complex problems to deal with
in mobile grid system is the hardware and OS heterogeneity. Large portion of laptop
PC’s are operated in Microsoft Windows, while, currently, most grid applications are
running on Unix-based platforms. When we take the PDA and Handheld devices into
account, the problem becomes more serious. Enforcing the care of heterogeneity to
grid programmer would not be feasible, thus the MQS should hide the heterogeneity
of individual mobile device.
z Job Decomposing Service: The job may contain many workloads. As an exam-
ple, if we assume the job is Bioinformatics application which analyzes the gene se-
quences, the job will be composed of many gene sequences to be analyzed. A se-
quence is viewed as a workload in this case. The overall workloads in a job can be
processed by a single node in a static grid site within a reasonable time unit. How-
ever, a single mobile node may not process the same amount of workloads in a rea-
sonable time due to its resource limitation and unreliability, thus the workloads in a
job should be decomposed and distributed to several mobile nodes according to their
performance and reliability. MQS needs information about the application’s workload
composition to perform the job decomposing service, and this information can be
provided by job initiator.
z Job Scheduling: In a static grid environment, job scheduling policy on a grid site
is generally based on a simple FCFS (First Come, First Served). In some systems, it is
based on the computing capability, i.e., when the job arrives at a grid site, the job is
distributed to the node which is likely to compute it within the shortest time. Reli-
ability of computing node is not a first-class concern for the job scheduling in the
static grid environment. However, if the mobile environment is taken into account,
we should carefully consider the inherent unreliability of mobile devices in order to
make optimal scheduling decision. We cover this scheduling issue in the following
section 4.
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4   The Proposed Job Scheduling Algorithm

Among various challenging issues like energy sensitivity and weak security, we con-
centrate on the unreliable connectivity of mobile environment hereafter. Frequent
disconnections of mobile node affect the job performance significantly. Job schedul-
ing is made based on the expected execution time on various mobile nodes. When
there is available mobile node, job (workload) is extracted from the job queue and
delivered to the mobile node with related input data. After completing job execution
on a mobile node, job output is returned to the MQS (Mobile Queuing Server) and the
mobile node performs next job. Figure 3 represents the job execution process per-
formed on the mobile node. Since Master-Worker style applications, whose tasks can
be scheduled independently of one another, are preferred form of applications in grid
[10,11,17], the job on the mobile node does not need communication during its exe-
cution. However, the mobile node should be in connection state during input and
output data transfer. If the mobile node is not in the connection state, MQS waits for
its reconnection. Figure 4 shows the state transition diagram of a mobile node. State
C and D denotes the connection state (C) and disconnection state (D), respectively. λ
is the disconnection rate, and µ is the reconnection rate of the mobile node, which are
governed by Poisson process.
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Fig. 3. Job execution process on a mobile node
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Fig. 4. State transition diagram of mobile node

When a number of jobs arrive at the MQS, or a number of workloads are decom-
posed from a single job, the MQS selects certain mobile nodes which perform the
jobs. In a static grid environment, we achieve improving performance as the number
of participating computing nodes grows. However, the rule changes when the mobile
devices participate in the computing. Links of some mobile nodes are unreliable, that
is, they are likely to be in the disconnection state for a long time while others are not.
The unreliable mobile nodes may decrease the overall job execution performance
because the MQS should wait for the reconnection of any disconnected node in order
to complete the jobs. We should determine whether it is better to include a mobile
node in the computing or not. Followings are the analysis to determine the partici-
pating nodes which result in the best job performance.

We consider all the mobile nodes (i.e., member nodes) as the potential participants
in the computing whether they are initially in the connection state or not, at the time
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of job distribution. Followings are the analysis to obtain the expected time to execute
a job on the mobile nodes.

Let ý�WIF and ý�WIG denotes the expected time required to transfer the data (input
and output) of t time unit (data transfer requires t time unit without disconnection)
when the mobile node is initially in the connection state and disconnection state,
respectively. Let &3 and '3 be the probability of being in connection state and dis-
connection state, respectively. We can obtain following equations from state transi-
tions shown in Figure 4:

�=+ '& 33
�=+− '& 33 µλ

We can compute &3 and '3 as follows:
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Thus, we obtain expected time required to transfer the data of t time unit connection
(data transfer requires t time unit without disconnection) when the mobile node is
initially in connection state as follows:
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Expected time required to transfer the data of t time unit connection when the mobile

node is initially in disconnection state are obtained as follows (In addition, 
µ
�  time

units are required for reconnection on average.):
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The average expected data transfer time, ý�WI , is,
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Let MREW , LQW and RXWW denotes job processing time on a mobile node, expected time re-
quired to transfer the input data to mobile node, and expected time required to trans-
fer the output data from mobile node, respectively. The response time of single job
execution on a mobile node i can be represented as follows:

ý�ý�ý��� RXWLMRELQLRXWMRELQL WIWWIWWWJ ++=   ……  (1)

Figure 5 shows the algorithm to select the participating mobile nodes in the com-
puting. In step 3 and 4, nodes are listed in an increasing order of response time using
equation (1). In step 5, �−− LL JJ means expected additional waiting time, caused by

including WKL node, after WKL ý�� − node return the result, while
L

:
L
: WRWDOWRWDO −

−�
means

the expected reduced execution time achieved by including WKL node in the computing.

Thus, WKL node is included if it turns out to reduce overall response time comparing to

including up to WKL ý�� − node.

Figure 6 demonstrates the effects of the algorithm. As we include more nodes in
the grid computing, each node performs fewer amounts of jobs, thus job processing
time per mobile node decreases. However, as we include more nodes, the worst node
is likely to be in disconnection state long and it causes increased waiting delay for
input and output data transfer. Thus, it is needed to find the optimal number of par-
ticipating nodes from tradeoff between deficiency and efficiency.
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Fig. 5. Job scheduling algorithm for the mobile grid system
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Fig. 6. Benefits and losses from increasing the participating nodes to the computing

5   Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed job scheduling algorithm using mathematical analysis,
simulations and experiments on the implemented prototype. We implement simple
job queuing system as prototype of MQS. In the prototype, unreliable connectivity of
mobile node is considered as usual behavior. Mobile nodes are repeatedly connected
to and disconnected from the master system (MQS). When an available node appears
(idle mobile node becomes connection state), the first job in the queue is distributed
to the node and executed regardless of node’s further connection state. After the job
is completed, the node sends result data to master if it’s in connection state, while it
waits for the reconnection to the master when it’s in disconnection state (e.g., out of
communication range).

Step 1. 1 := number of mobile nodes in the mobile grid resource pool.

Step 2. WRWDO: := total execution time of jobs to be processed.
Step 3. Obtain the expected response time of all mobile nodes using the equation (1).
Step 4. List the mobile nodes in increasing order of response time.
Step 5. FOR ( i=N;  i>1;  i - - )
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Step 6. Distributes the jobs to the nodes up to 
WKL in the list
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We assume that each mobile node in the mobile grid system has different value of
λ (disconnection rate) and µ (reconnection rate). We generate the λ and µ value (uni-
formly random) of each mobile node between the fixed minimum and maximum of λ
and µ. By differentiating the maximum and minimum value of λ and µ, we assume
various mobile environments. We consider four different mobile environments with
the low and high rates of disconnection (λ) and reconnection (µ). Assumed environ-
ments are stable (low λ, low µ), unstable (high λ, high µ), highly connective (low λ,
high µ), and highly disconnective (high λ, low µ), as classified in [18]. The maximum
and minimum value of λ and µ representing the environments are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1. Assumed mobile environments

Mobile environments Max λ Min λ Max µ Min µ
Stable 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.001

Highly disconnective 0.027 0.009 0.003 0.001
Unstable 0.027 0.009 0.027 0.009

Highly connective 0.003 0.001 0.027 0.009

Table 2. Experimental environment
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Table 3. Parameters for mathematical analysis and simulations

WRWDO: (total
execution time of

jobs)

N (Number of
participating

nodes)

LQW ( time re-
quired for transfer-

ring input data)

RXWW (time re-
quired for transfer-

ring output data

1000 sec. 10 nodes 1 sec. 1 sec.

In the simulation, the disconnection and reconnection of a mobile node is governed
by Poisson process with the rate of λ and µ, respectively. We perform experiments on
the implemented prototype. The experimental environment is presented in Table 2.
We adopt a Bioinformatics application, Blast [19], for the experiments. Blast is the
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gene sequence analysis application comparing newly found protein sequences with
well known sequence database and predicts the structure and functions of the newly
found one. It needs very intensive processing cycles, thus grid is utilized for execut-
ing Blast in many Bioinformatics and grid projects. In the experiments, we analyze a
number of sequences which need total 1,000 seconds to process on a single node. The
sequences are divided according to the number of participating nodes, and then dis-
tributed to the nodes. We manually configured the disconnection and reconnection of
mobile nodes in an exponentially random value with respect to the λ and µ in Table
1. Upon receiving the protein sequences and job related information (input data), the
mobile nodes execute Blast and return the information about the protein (output data)
to the master. Table 3 describes parameters used in the mathematical analysis and
simulations. The parameters correspond to the experimental environment presented in
Table 2.

Figure 7 describes the analytical results for four different mobile environments
based on the analysis in previous section.
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Fig. 7. Job execution time in four mobile environments (by mathematical analysis)

We use the turnaround time, which is the time required to complete a batch of
tasks, as a performance metric. The x-axis represents the number of participating
nodes to compute the jobs. The nodes are arranged in increasing order of expected
response time (i.e., the first node is the best one). The y-axis is the turn around time.
The turnaround time in highly disconnective environments is the longest among all,
and that in highly connective environment is the shortest. The result in unstable envi-
ronment is comparable to the highly connective case, and result of stable environment
is in the middle of them. In unstable and highly connective environments, the mobile
nodes remains in disconnected state shortly, thus short time period is consumed to
wait to transfer the input and output data to and from the disconnected mobile nodes.
On the other hand, longer time is needed to transfer the input and output data in
highly disconnective, and stable environments.

As the number of participating nodes increases, the turnaround time in stable and
highly disconnective environment decreases until including the nodes close to the
critical point. However, it does not decrease any more as the number of participating
nodes grows; instead it increases. Consequently, including nodes more than the x
value of the critical point makes the turnaround time grow. Thus, the number of par-
ticipating nodes should be limited to the x value of the critical point. The results from
unstable and highly connective environment show different aspect. The turnaround
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time decreases steadily in these environments. This is because the nodes are not in the
disconnection state for a long time so that having more nodes participate to the com-
puting always produces better performance. Yet, the critical point may appear as the
number of nodes grows.

Along with the analytical result, we demonstrate the simulation and experimental
results of each assumed environment in Figures 8-11. In Figure 8 and 9, you can see
that the turnaround time of job could be the shortest when participating node is lim-
ited to a certain number. The number of nodes which produces the best performance
in real experiment is very close to the optimal number (pointed by an arrow) deter-
mined by mathematical analysis and simulation which are based on the proposed
scheduling algorithm. In Figure 10 and 11, results of experiments, simulation and
mathematical analysis show that including all available nodes produces the best per-
formance. The reason is the same to the case of above analytical result.

To sum up, we are able to assure that the proposed job scheduling algorithm is a
viable approach to adapt in mobile environment where links are prone to frequent
disconnections, especially when mobile nodes remain in disconnection state for
longer duration.
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Fig. 8. Job execution time in a stable envi-
ronment (By analysis, optimal number of
nodes is 3)
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Fig. 10. Job execution time in an unstable envi-
ronment (By analysis, optimal number of nodes is
10)
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Fig. 9. Job execution time in a highly dis-
connective environment (By analysis, opti-
mal number of nodes is 5)
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6   Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we discuss on the issue of integrating mobile devices into grid. We
propose our own view of the mobile/grid integrated system where a gateway links the
static grid sites to the group of mobile devices, thus mobile users can make use of
static grid resources, and also provide their mobile devices as grid resources. We
present the newly emerging technical issues for realizing this mobile grid system, and
particularly focus on the job scheduling algorithm to achieve more reliable perform-
ance.

We elaborate overcoming an unreliable connectivity of mobile environment thor-
ough proposed scheduling algorithm in this paper. However, there are still challeng-
ing problems such as limited energy, device heterogeneity, security, and so on. We
will tackle on these issues in future works and develop a prototype of mobile grid
system.
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